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New Housing Complex Planned for Delhi
by JamesM. Odato

DELHI—Two Oneida
developers, who have the
support of the administration of
State Agricultural and
Technical College at Delhi, plan
to build a subterranean housing
complex in the hill behind the
school's campus.
Terra Domus Corp. of Oneida

proposes to build three three-
story buildings into Bell Hill to
house 200 students.
The developers, Lynn Elliott

and Ira Hodges, have com¬
pleted half of an identical
housing complex less than a
half-mile from the campus of
the State Agricultural and
Technical College at
Morrisville.
The developers were

unavailable for comment
yesterday, but officials at Delhi
and Morrisville praised the
project, which is aimed at
easing overcrowding in campus
dormitories.
The buildings would be built

so that three sides and the roof
would be blanketed by Bell Hill.
The one exposed side would
have large windows. It would
face the south to absorb sunlight
for a passive solar heating
system.
"Our goal is to reduce tripling

(putting three students to a
dorm room)," Peter C. Clifford*
vice president for ad¬

The oceans of the world have
plenty to offer. We must be
taught how to farm the oceans
and how not to farm the oceans
and how not to kill the oceans

just as anything else... Just as
the buffalo and the caribou were
massacred with the advent of
guns, so Man's increased
capability of search and destroy
threathens the Antartic whales
with extinction. There is a
similar threat to many species
of fish, due to overfishing of
their familiar grounds or in¬
terception at the wrong point in
their migrations so that
potential breeders are cut off in
their prime.

Yet the world's entire sea
fishing industry contributes
only a fraction of the protein
with which the human
population needs. The cycle of
marine life depends directly on
the phytoplankton microscopic
plants which drift with the
currents along with
microscopic animals called zoo-
plankton. Together they con¬
stitute the vast tracts of drifting
creatures that are the first
great link in the marine food
chain. The photosynthesis that
plankton goes through takes
place only in the layer
penetrated by sunlight, usually
to a depth of 600 feet but often
not more than 200 ieet. For¬
merly it was believed that
below this range the animal
population was assumed to thin
out in the dark, cold, silent
realms of the deep until in the
abyss there was no life at all.
The idea has been modified by
human observations from
bathyscaphes. These have
revealed what Jacques
Cousteau describes "living

ministration at Delhi, said
yeterday. "We support the
concept."
Of the school's 2,473 full-time

students, 440 students live in
three-to-a room stuations.
The rooms in the five student

dormitories at Delhi are

designed for two students.
"I hope we can permit this

type of setup," Clifford said.
He said a contract is

necessary between the
developers and the state so a
pathway can be built by
developers from a campus
commuter parking lot to the
proposed new buildings.
To avoid traffic problems, the

developers propose allowing the
students who would live in the
three new buildings to park
vehicles overnight at the
commuter lot.
The roads from the housing

area would be used only by
emergency vehicles.
The traffic concern was a key

issue among Delhi residents
when a different developer
proposed building student
housing at Bell Hill three years
ago. That project was never
approved by the town board and
the developer, Dominick
Tama, formerly of Hamden,
later went bankrupt.
Elliott, an architect and

planner, and Hodges, a land¬
scape architect, presented
plans for the project to the Town

of Delhi Planning Board last
Monday.
David W. Truscott, board

chairman, said yesterday he 5
told developers that to proceed £
with plans they would require
either a zoning change or a use c
variance. g
Truscott said he advised the >

developers that although a use s
variance would be quicker to °
obtain than a zoning change, the E
project does not meet 2
requirements for a variance, c
The developers have said they <2

would discuss thematter before jg
deciding how to proceed. h
The developers propose to ^

build on a. seven-to-15 acre site >.

now zoned for agriculture. - 2
The land is part of a 60-acre ^

tract owned by Richard J. Q
Roberts of Batavia.
Roberts said yesterday he

and the developers ane
negotiating an opinion to buy
the land. He said 10 to 15 acres is
being discussed at this stage.
Elliott and Hodges won a

zoning change from the Village
of Morrisyille to begin con¬
struction of a three-building,
$1.2 million student housing
complex called the "Terra
Domus" less than a half mile
from Morrisville state college.
"The complex was to be

ready last August but they had
to clear right of way and zoning
change problems," said
Raymond C. Banks, vice

Ocean Fanning

president for student affairs at
Morrisville. "Now they're
working day and night and it's
supposed to be open by Jan. 1.
"It's going to solve a lot of

problems with overcrowding in
our dorms," Banks said. "I
think the students will be happy
to have an alternative to dorm-
s."
He said Morrisville has 321

students in triple-occupancy.
The new off-campus complex is
to house 206 students, he said.
The enrollment is 3,000 full-

time students at Morrisville
with 10 dormitories.

'We definitely need it," said

soup" with biological activity
right to the bottom of the
"tureen". Higher animals have
been found living deeper than
30,000 feet.
The sea is a living system

with which we shall tamperat
total risk. That warning shot, I
also apply to any development
of Sea farming, with a con-
sulation that we could be con¬

serving by domestication those
commercial species of sea life
which we are now recklessly
hunting into extinction.
The sea pastures are the

tracks of phytoplankton, the
vegetation of the sea. As long as
sunlight reaches the
phytoplankton, it flourishes and
provides the "grazing" for the
zooplankton. More than 70
percent of the zooplankton
consists of small crustaceans,
"the insects" of the sea, which
are eaten by larger ones, or
directly by some fish. In the
process, roughly one thousand
pounds of plantswill support 100
pounds of vegetarians, which in
turn will support 10 pounds of
carnivores, which again will
provide 1 pound of human flesh.
There must be better ways of
food budgeting.

More than 125 species of fish
feed on the wandering, and
encrusting herbvibores which
are based on the Kelp forest in a
complex marine food web.
Pelagic fishes cruise into the

groans of kelp from the open
sea. DemersM fishes ascend
from the sea floor into the upper
regions of the forest. They find
security in the tree like plants
which plainly mark their path
of retreat to the rocky grottos
below. Regular kelp forest
residents join with them for an

off shore smorgosbord varied
and rich enough to satisfy the
most finicky and most ravenous
of apetites.
The wandering of the

phytoplankton suggest
sheperding schools of fish to the
plankton pastures like our
pastorial ancestors driving
their sheep and goats, or
cowboys rounding up steers.
Survelance satellites can detect
lush pastures, and even now
fishing techniques, such as the
use of submarine lights, elec¬
trical pulses and sounds,
suggest ways of driving schools
of fish to the fattening grounds.
It has even been suggested that
the trained dolphins can work
as sheep dogs. When one goes
into the business of
domesticating sea creatures,
one has to remember that the
natural food cycle may be
restricted or altered. In sea

farming there may be seasonal
variations in the natural supply
of zooplankton and this has to be
adjusted by supplementing
natural production.
Fish farming is not new as

oyster beds and mussle beds or
the brackish water fish en¬
closures of the Orient remind
us. But these are inshore and
estuarine, and estuaries all over
our industrialized world are

sufferings from the worst
pollution; our options on these
richest and likeliest
domesticated fishing areas
have been drastically reduced.
Before long, we will have to
fence off much bigger areas for
the domestication of marine
creatures if we are pretending
to cope with a population which
may double to 7 billion within 29
years.
The short cuts which may be

taken to grab the mineral
wealth could lead to the open
dredge mining of the ocean bed
with no insight into the effects
whichmight insue to that web of
life, reaching all the way down,
of which we are only now
becoming aware. We can by our
reckless conclusion poison that
soup tureen. One thinks im¬
mediately of a high mercury
content recently discovered in
many commercial fish. Military
stragetistscan promise that no
weapons of mass destruction
will be placed in the ocean bed
but they do not mention nuclear
mines which need not be im¬
planted but which could explode
at depths. This could produce
radiation mutations with un-

predicatble effects in the future.
Other, less immediate danger is
involved with the pollution of
the water which stops the
sunlight from reaching the area
of planktonic generation
production. In asking that we
should do all we can to remind
oneself of what Claude Bernard,
the great French biologist, said
a century ago; "True science
teaches us to debt and to abstain
from ignorance." What he
meant was to be sure of each
foothold of knowledge.
As in many areas of human

endeavor there has been
tremendous technological
change in the fishing industry.
And, as in many other areas,
technological change unac¬
companied by corresponding
change in the social and in¬
stitutional structure has not
solved problems but have
aggravated them, making the
rich nations richer and the poor
poorer. Without protection, the
oceans living resources, the
common property of mankind,

Gregory Krzyston, Delhi's
housing director.
He said the college's dor¬

mitories are more than 130
percent filled.
"We've had the problem

historically every year since
1962 when the dorms were first
built," he said.
He said the college annually

requests state funding for new
dormitories but every year has
been denied the request.
Clifford, President Seldon

Kruger's vice president, said
the college plans to ask for
funding for dormitories next
year as well.

can not survive the
technological shift from ar-
tisonal to industrial fisheries.
Nor will the fish heedmanmade
laws.
Fisheries may develop in 3

new directions. 1st, fish farming
as described. 2nd, the catch of
very small organisms such as
plankton and brill, may be
intensified and these may be
processed into the food for
human consumption. 3rd, new
midlwrd>ter trawling
technologies, combined with
new processing methods, make
available for human con¬

sumption a wealth of midwater
creatures. Obviously there are
great problems with great
projects which require so much
capital technical skill, space
and labor. It is a huge task, but
it is a positive task. And we can
do it if we can do it together.
In fact, aquaculture is so new

in the United States that only in
recent years have the experts
agreed how to spell it.
Originally, it was lquaculture-
taking the 1 form the science it
must closely resembles,
agriculture. The sea belongs to
everyone. But even more im¬
portant the oceans want to be
left alone naturally in order to
maintain the precious chain of
ecological balance in the waters
of the planet.
We must be educated before

we begin to be involved in
anything, the main point here
being "marine literacy". Our
educational system is based on
the study of American land, not
on marine time situations. The
wide spread enthusiasm would
lead one to believe the opposite
is true. We are just beginning so
to speak, tomorrow is a pew
day.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Senate News
The regular meeting of the

Student Senate was held
November 13 in Sanford 1.
Discussion concerning a
Student Senate Christmas
Party to be held at Zanzabarr
on Thursday, December 11, was
held. Further plans will be
made in the near future con¬

cerning the party. Discussion
concerning the sponsorship of
Winter Weekend by the Student

Senate was also held. Winter
Weekend is scheduled for
February 13, 14, and 15. A
detailed proposal for Winter
Weekend will be presented at
the next meeting. If anybody
has any suggestions for either of
these events, they will be more
than welcomed. Just stop in the
Student Senate office in Farrell
Hall at your convenience.

Student Senate News
The regular meeting of the

Student Senate was held
November 20 in Farrell A and B
rooms. Discussion concerning a
party to be held at Zanzabari's
on December 11, next year's
college calendar, represen¬
tation in the Senate, and the
Delhi telephone service were
topics of main concern for the
evening.
Concern over the poor service

provided by the telephone
company for the entire Delhi
community was expressed and
an investigation is being con-

Manna

in the

Wilderness

by JohnMcllroy

ducted on the matter with the
company. Considerable debate
was transacted concerning how
the student body should be
equally represented at the
Senate meetings. The
suggestions and comments will
be taken into consideration by
the Constitutional Review
Committee for a possible future
recommendation. Next year's
college calendar was discussed
and further information on this
can be found elsewhere in this
issue of the DTU.

must be made to rest, and not
public debt authorized by the
Congress; debtmoney used now
as an excuse to print dollars.
Public debt is a liability; not an

Our nation is in serious
trouble. The nations are angry.
All of them are plagued by
public debt, unemployment,
crime, inflation and foreign
trade difficulties. Nations have
tried in the past to solve their
difficulties by war. We don't
want war. We want peace,
freedom, and opportunity.
The troublesome ingredient is

money; how it is created and
distributed. This essay in¬
troduces a concept: That since
value is only created by doing
work, our money should only be
created by doing work, and
never by creating a debt. Debt
is a liability. It is not an asset.
How to make this method

possible, and thereby eliminate
taxes, unemployment, inflation,
and much crime can be the
most important project ever
undertaken by students in our
schools and colleges who will be
searching for jobs in a few
years.
Such a change is not an easy

one. It will engender much
debate. It is a most important
project we must all be con¬
cerned about.
Our nation is being

challenged as never before by
dangers from abroad, by
serious domestic unrest at
home, while unemployment and
inflation are not being
eliminated by methods em¬
ployed by our leaders and
legislators. They appear to be
afraid to abandon methods used
by nations who were destroyed
by them.
Our people are in a conflict

where the old methods of
finance are being challenged
because they have not per¬
formed successfully. Our nation
needs leaders whose minds are
free from any dependence upon
any theoretical analysis which
says we must keep 4 percent of
the workers unemployed to
stabilize the economy.
It is work expended during a

period of time that creates
values. It is Man-hours em¬

ployers buy, and it is Man-hours
that labor unions bargain about.
So that the Man-hour is
recognized as being the
valuable product. It is the right
base upon which our money

From this obvious conclusion
wemust accept theMan-hour as
the only basic unit of value. One
that is inexhaustible, and that
can be used by government to
eliminate unemployment and
our heavy load of taxes. New
money would be issued to pay
all the expense of our governing
system, including payments to
the Private Sector for items
purchased from it. New money
would appear as paychecks that
must be deposited in bank
accounts before the money
becomes usable to eliminate
counterfeiting and other crime.
Money would be spent in the
Private Sector for goods and
services.
Application of this concept

that has been outlined briefly
will be the most important task
facing this present generation
of Americans. It is an actual
fact that our government can
function without taxing our
citizens. It is also remarkable
that, regardless of the absence
of taxes, there will be a job for
everyone whom the Private
Sector cannot employ. Welfare,
unemployment compensation,
food-stamp programs and other
forms of welfare would
disappear.
However, more money would

be coming into the Private
Sector than business could use
and bank accounts would be
overloaded, therefore a return
flow must be included to
stabilize the system. We must
copy nature's method that
supplies abundant water for our
crops and other living things.
Water they do not need returns
to the source. If we cannot use
it, we do not need it., How to
introduce this Man-hour con¬

cept smoothly, and how to
establish a minimum wage for
all unemployed and unem¬
ployable citizens, and how to
formulate a reasonable,
workable, method for returning
unused money to the Treasury,
are problems for our young
minds, unfettered by traditional
concepts, to solve.
Many graduates expect to

enter occupations and earn
salaries without producing or
creating any saleable product.
Wemust get used to a truth that
it is the time and effort com¬
bination that generates values,
and that the value does not
reside in the product, if any
product is created. A great
many government employees
produce no saleable product,
yet they are essential units of

our governing system.
Government paychecks to them
would represent new money
issued to them for the time and
effort they expend.
The minimum wage

authorized now should be in¬
creased so that one member of a
family would earn enough
money to support the family.
Other salaries and wages would
be limited only by the need to
limit accumulated money for
which the owner had no other
use. Investments would not be
limited regardless of the size of
the investment. Only those
funds that exceeded a legal
limit for unused money would
have to be returned to the
Treasury. There would be no
other tax.
This financial concept would

require the government to stop
printing and issue paper dollar
money. Government issue
would be in the form of pay
checks, and the money would
reside ii\ our checking accounts
which our bank would audit.
Such pay checks could not be
"cashed" by the bank, and we
would carry a checkbook in our
wallets instead of dollars.
Thereforenew money would be
issued only to government
employees and to contractors
working for government.
To eliminate crimes done for

money it would be desirable for
all checks, government and
personal, to be deposited in a
bank before the money could be
used in another transaction.
This would end all undercover
transactions. Banking methods
would have to be altered
because all working citizens
would need a checking account
where their money records
would be kept.
Our economists, trained to

evaluate the interplay of wages,
prices, profits, invested money
and dividends, may say that the
limits placed upon accumulated
money would prevent investors
from seeking lucrative in¬
vestments, and that such a
large input of new money would
make prices rise abnormally in
a free market. It is true that
commodity prices will reflect
market conditions. They must
remember that taxes and
business costs will fall when this
concept is adopted, and the
maximum limits to ac¬
cumulated funds will stop
prices from rising regardless of
an abundance of goods in our
markets, or the abundance of
money.
This concept possesses many

important and valuable
characteristics. City tran¬
sportation companies, who
spend work and time tran¬
sporting people, can be
classified as a Public Sector
employee without disturbing
their normal business prac¬
tices. They would invoice local
government. It will pay those
invoices by issuing government
pay checks to agree with their
invoiced costs. By this easy
method all city transportation
of peoplewould be free. You can
visualize other areas of use for
Man-hour money where similar
benefits would arise for all
citizens.
A continuous opportunity for

every citizen to be employed,
with the money they receive
being created by the time they
expend on the job, will avoid the
use of public debt and taxes.
This method will eliminate
unemployment and poverty in
America, and will provide
Americans with a stable
currency under the control of

- the people. It is a method that
will give consumers an abun¬
dance of money with the cir¬
culating quantity adjusted to
the needs of the people.
Financialmethods used today

operate to siphon money away
from the citizens at the bottom
levels of our social system and
pile it up at the top. Many
citizens at the bottom are left
destitute and must be supported
by Welfare. We are told that
money will trickle down from
the top to the bottom, but that
does not happen. We need to
make a change so that there will
be constant circulation

throughout all strata of our i
people so that none need be
destitute. This new concept
provides a way to accomplish
this so that every citizen may |_
live in his own home and sleep
in his own bed, and not have to
accept a cot in a Charity
Mission and a bowl of soup for
dinner. The method is not
Socialism; for everyone must
work to get themoney, and each
citizen will have an opportunity
to build a personal fortune.
Public education and other

public service organizations
receive too little money to
provide adequate services.
There is a taxpayer revolt
occurring. This new concept
will provide all the money our
public service sections require,
and do this without asking the
taxpayers to supply it. The
entire cost of all medical and
hospital services can be funded
in the same way without
regimenting doctors, and
without government in¬
terference with the operation of
our health services. We can use
this concept to .produce all the
energy we need from domestic
sources, and stop buying oil
from abroadrWe do not need to
bankrupt America.

Wittenberg (3780 ft.), Cornell HOW tO DetC

D-CAL
D-CAL meetings are held

every two weeks. At most
meetings, an agriculturally
related film is shown.
The club recently attended

the State CAL meeting, which
was held at Alfred Ag & Tech.
Under the supervision of ad¬
visor Dr. Amos, members at¬
tending were Tunis Sweetman,
Mike Madison, Ed Whittiker,
Lisa Luke, Cathy Aloise, and
Tami Aubin. There were
business sessions held, and the
business items of the year were
transacted. The election of the
new state officers was also done
at this time. Delhimay be proud
of the fact that both of the newly
elected state officers, are
students from Delhi. Tunis
Sweetman was elected State
CAL President, and Mike
Madison was elected State
Secretary-treasurer. Mike also
competed in the Agricultural
Employment Interview contest.
This contest is designed to
improve the members abilities
during an actual job interview.
All of the state leadership
contests held, are designed to
develop the students ability to
effectively communicate with
the public, especially in issues
concerning agriculture.
Tunis and Mike will be

responsible for running the next
State CAL meeting. Other
responsibilities will include
representing CAL at various
agriculturally related
organizations, such as the
N.Y.S. Farm Bureau, and
N.Y.S. Horticulture Annual
Meeting, among others. They
will also be attending the
national convention in Kansas
City, Mo., in March.
The D-CAL club also recently

attended an educational tour, in
Vermont, and the northern
Rensselaer area. Among the
sites toured was the Holstein
Association, in Brattleboro.
This is the national
headquarters for the Holstein
breed of dairy cattle. The
members also visited various
large scale dairy, beef, and
horse operations, as well as a
dairy processing plant. The trip
was a real learning experience,
and all of the members had a

good time.
D-CAL is having a T-shirt

sale. The design used for the T-
shirts was drawn by artistic
Misty Bonacci. D-CAL wishes to
thank Misty for her con¬
tribution.

(3860 Ft.) and Slide (4180 ft)
mountains. One group of six
accomplished the entire 14.5
mile trail in one day. While the
other group of eight planned on
splitting up the hike into two
days and spending the night
between Cornell and Slide
Mountain. We started out
Saturday morning from school
at 8:30 and began our hike about
10:10 a.m. Wittenberg Mtn.
loomed in front of us and as we
began our ascent, we realized
just how out of shape we all
were-that is, of course, except
Rick, our advisor who is a
Marathon runner. The
strenuous climb was worth it,
though, when we searched the
summit and saw spread out
before us a view that was no less
than magnificent! We ate lunch
atop this mountain amidst a
great number of other people
also enjoying the view. We took
our last pictures and continued
along the trail to Cornell
Mountain. Here, after sur¬
mounting a minor cliff we
looked behind us and saw
Wittenberg. It seemed so huge!
By now it was edging towards
darkness so when we came to
the saddle between Cornell and
Slide, wemade our camp for the
night. After our dinner, we were
all so tired, we were in our tents
by 6:00 P.M. However, most of
us didn't sleep very well since it
must have teen well below 0
degrees fereinheit. Getting up
13 hours later, we discovered all
our water to be frozen-we had
nothing to drink! Also, our
stoves, that we were meant to
cook our breakfast on, were so
cold we couldn't even get them
going-we looked up at the
monstrous mountain yet to be
conquered, took a vote, and
decided to hike back. So, tired,
cold, hungry and thirsty we
began. However, once we began
it wasn't bad at all and it wasn't
long before we had reached the
top of Wittenberg again. From
then it was all downhill and we
reached our' van before 12:30.
We finally satisfied our thirst at
the ranger station, waited for
the rest of the group and started
on home. Once we were warm
and comfortable, we realized
we really had had a good time.
Just a reminder-the Outdoor

Club meets every Tuesday night
at 7:30 PM in Sanford I. We
would like to see you there.

Outdoor Club

a Drinking
Problem

WDTU
by SharonMcCarthy

by Denise Parucki

November 15, fourteen
members of the Outdoor Club
went backpacking to the Cat-
skills-their goal-to climb

For all of you that made it to
the remote at Bluto's last
Tuesday night we hope that you
had as good a time as the
members of the station enjoyed
doing it for you. We will con¬
tinue to do these remotes from
Bluto's on a monthly basis, so
stay tuned for announcements
concerning future remotes.
We will also be airing a live

interview with the famous,
Richie Havenswho appeared at
Zanzibarr's last Saturday night,
so listen for announcements
concerning its future broad¬
casting times.
We would also like to add that

the station has recently pur¬
chased some new albums for
your listening pleasure. These
include Kansas, Roberta Flack,
Jeff Beck, The Doors, and The
Cars. If you have any requests
feel free to call us and let us
know at 7464342.
Again, WDTU urges any off-

campus students to attend our
meetings on Wednesday nights
at 8:00 in Farrell A & B. Your
participation could greatly
influence the rest of the student
body in recognizing the
privileges that are denied to
students who live off campus.
WDTU-the voice of Delhi. Tune
us in and we'll turn you on!

Here are son
basic warnin
signals which ii
dicate a person mi
have a drinkir
problem.
1) A person wl

frequently drinks
a state of i
toxication.
2) A person wl

relies on a drink
start the day.
3) A person wl

consistently ski]
classes due
hangovers.
4) A person wl

has blackouts ai
loss of memory fro
drinking.
5) A person w'

frequently drinl
alone to escape fro
reality, boredom ai
loneliness.
6) A person w

sustains bodily i
jury as a co
sequence of drinkir
7) A person w

excessively denies
has an alcoh
problem when i
proached about 1
behavior concerni
alcohol.
8) A person w

suffers from chroi
hangovers and wai
a drink to relieve t
hangover.
9) A person w

under the influer
of alcohol dc
something he or s
would not
otherwise.
If someone close

you seems to have
alcohol proble
don't be afraid to t:
with them. Sh
concern and supp
them witho
preaching
criticizing the
Have a positi
attitude and
sincere about y<
feelings. 1
prepared to ofi
alternatives a

specific advice as
what kinds
professional help \
available, becai
the problem drinl
is usually the last
know he or she ha
problem.
What is Yo
Opinion
The present sch

calendar is n

being reviewed. II
the consenses tl
school, should st
after Labor Day <
to the fact that so
students are urn
contract with th
employer and so
faculty is
disagreement v
the present calend
Classes would be
after Labor E
being 55minutes 1<
with a 5 min
break, or 55 mini
long with a 10 min
break. The semes
would end Decern
23.
Do you agree v

the 55 minute,
minute break?—

Do you agree v
the 55 minute,
minute break?—

Your o}

opinion?

Boxes will be
dorms until furt
notice.
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to Detect

Third World Caucus
One month ago the State

University of New York Student
Assembly was held at Albany
State University in honor of the
Third World Caucus
Organization and the black
student union throughout the
SUNY system. Each school was
invited, allowing two delegates
to attend the affair. It was a
state paid conference. The
students were provided with
rooms at the Quality Inn hotel
located in Albany. Delegates
from Delhi were Wanda Bruce
and Karen Crew. Arrival time
was 6:30 p.m. Friday evening.
The agenda was as follows:
Friday, 8:00 p.m. Reception

in honor of the Third World. A
fashion show was presented by
Rockland Community College
and commentated by Wanda
Bruce of Delhi.
Saturday-7:30 wake up;

Continental Breakfast. A
workshop-unity session with

Dimensions '80
Success does not lie in overcoming life's obstacles
but rather
in breaking through the barriers in our mind

You are the brighest of stars in my universe
of dreams^
the light you shine upon me
through your love will lead me beyond the darkness
and

into a world of happiness

Michael White as official
speaker.
12:00-Lunch and Breakfast
3:00-General Assembly-

Lecture Hall 21
Workshop Special Addition
Official Speaker-Wilma

Boddie Beamant
Office of Special Programs

Counselor
Oswego State College, Third

World Caucus
Conference Advisor
5:00-Workshop II Lecture.
Many issues were discussed

such as Senior career analysis,
affirmative action, senior
career opportunities, merit
system affirmative action, etc.
Karen and I enjoyed the trip. I

would like to say a lot was
learned and we would be
delighted to relay any in¬
formation to our fellow mem¬
bers who are willing to listen
and learn.

5th Annual Delhi Tech
Arts & Crafts Show

Thursday, Dec. 4th & Friday, Dec. 5th
10 a.m. - 8 p.m. Farrell Hall

Public Invited
There will be: Jewelry - Leathercrafts-

Toys - Pottery - Woodcrafts and -
Much More

Pictures on Santa's lap Friday, 6-8 p.m.

Sponsored by Parks and Recreation Society

Un Pique-nique Francais
Following last year's French

Banquet - the social success .of
Delhi Tech's fall season -

Madame Zach's French Club is
planning another hit. They are
calling it a pique-nique (That's
"picnic" for all the uninitiated.)
but it is being held in Mac-
donald Hall so it's a different
kind of picnic. The menu
features pate maison and coq au
vin, definitely not your usual
picnic fare. Not all of the vin
will become sauce for the coq
either. Madame Zach promises
a few bottles will be left over for
savoring with the other picnic
goodies.
The purpose of the picnic, in

addition to the obvious fun
features, is to promote the study
of language, French especially.
The more than forty persons
who will attend will be treated

DORM BOOTS
By Trustitch

Men's and Women's
Available in Cloth,

Moosehide and Cowhide

A "A/lust"forour Cold Winters
Many colors and all sizes available

For Men - Sizes Available Up to 13
For Women - Sizes 5 to 11

Priced from $10 to $28
BRIGHT'S BOOTERY & CAMPING CENTER

• 432-3791 rNH
168 Main St., Oneonta

1

to some French folk songs and
guitar music after the meal.
Another treatwill be in the form
of five foreign students who will
be at the picnic and who will
speak of their experiences in
different fields and report about
how the knowledge of a foreign
language helped in their career
goals.
Congratulations in advance to

Madame Zach and her students
for offering our campus another
cultural happening. C'est
magnifique, n'est-ce pas'?

Clothes ond Things in Delhi

Charles Hunter

Strictly My
Opinion
byGigi Winter

Q: How long have you been
teaching at Delhi?
A: I've been teaching ten

years.
Q: Do you enjoy it?
A: Yes, I enjoy working with

young people very much. I still
have a lot of faith in them. I
came to Delhi in 1967 and was
director of financial aid for
three years. I missed teaching,
went back to it, and have been
in the classroom ever since.
Q: What did you do previous

to teaching in Delhi?
A: I taught business courses

in high school for four years;
two years at Trumansburg and
two years in Sidney.
Q: Where did you study?
A: At Albany State. Then I

went on to receive my Masters
at Oneonta.
Q: Why is it, in a few of the

business courses classes are

only taught by one teacher
unlike in the Liberal arts where
English is taught by several
teachers? Is it because of fewer
teachers or because not that
many students take business
courses?
A: I think it's usually because

of the lower number of students
taking the courses. In liberal
arts everyone has to take
English so you heed more
teachers. When you get in a
specialized field you don't have
the number of students that will
permit several sections to be

taught.
Q: What other courses do you

teach besides Accounting I?
A: I teach the advanced level

of Accounting, Intermediate
Accounting I & II.
Q: What do you enjoy doing in

your spare time?
A: I enjoy all forms of

athletics, reading, and country
and western music.
Q: If given anything to say to

the newspaper readers, what
will it be?
A: Some college students get

their academic and social life
out of balance. I think college
should be both a time to enjoy
yourself and also a time to
learn. I'm concerned that some
of the students emphasize the.
social aspect as opposed to the
academics.

The Delhi College Players
present an evening of dinner
theatre, Friday and Saturday,
December 5 and 6, 1980 in
MacDonald Hall Dining Center.
6:30 p.m.-Cash Bar Opens
7:15 p.m.-Dinner Served
8:15 p.m.—Act One:

LEMONADE by James
Prideaux
8:40 p.m.-Intermission and

Dessert
9:15 p.m.-Act Two: VISITOR

FROM FOREST HILLS by Neil
Simon.
Tickets: $8.00 General

Admission, $6.50 students, $4.50
students with meal ticket. All
Seats Reserved. Tables of six,
eight and ten available. For
Reservations phone 746-4216,1-4
p.m.
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Bowling
League

Mens

HIGHGAMES: Jim Neff-191,
Dave Bartsch-178 and Dave
Bartsch-177.
HIGH SERIES: Dave Bart-

sch--520, Jim Neff--497 and
Mark Edwards-489.

Mixed*

MEN'S HIGH GAMES: M.
Gugliotta-198, C. Kaufman-191
and M. MacPherson-190.
MEN'S HIGH SERIES: M.

MacPherson-532, M. Gugliotta-
491 and G. Kaufman-487.
GIRL'S HIGH GAMES:

Cathy Clark--l96, Sue
Bradicich-171 and Beth Wall-
154.
GIRL'S HIGH SERIES:

Cathy Clark-427, Sue
Bradicich--412 and L. Lat-
timore-409.
Sign up for next semester's

teams are taking place now thru
December 16.

Wrestlers at
37

As expected the Delhi Tech
Wrestlers ran their winning
streak to 37 straight with easy
wins over Paul Smith's 55-0 and
Fulton-Montgomery 48-7. The
Broncos who have won 56 out of
their last 57, last suffered defeat
/on February 3,1979 at the hands
of Monroe 16-21.
In the Paul Smith's match,

Don Rivera (126), Larry
Iacovelli (142), Adam Ortner
(167), Mark Cody (177), Jeff
Pidgeon (190) and Rob Watkins
all posted pins. Phil Mattera
(150) and Tom Rooney (158)
added decision. Vic Montalvo
(118) and Ken Clarke (126)
added forfeits. Ortner, Rooney,
and Pidgeon all showed good
conditioning and were very
physical in their matches.
Against F-M, Clarke, Mat¬

tera, Rooney, and Pidgeon
scored falls with Montalvo
winning by default. Rivera,
Iacovelli, and Cody won by
forfeit. Watkins lost to Bob
Phillips (8-1) as the ex Bronco
Region III Champion looked
impressive. Ortner was the
other loss as he bowed 10-3.
Montalvo's default win came

early in the second period with
his opponent ahead 4-2.
In a match between "B"

squads Cobleskill defeated
Delhi 25-22. Winners for Delhi
were John Kelly (Hwt) by pin,
Jim Collett (118) 16-8, Scott
Borwn (126) 16-15, Gary
Trowbridge (142) 3-2 and Adam
Ortner by forfeit.
The Broncos travel to the 21

team Corning Invitational this
weekend. In Delhi's 6 previous
tournaments at Corning they
have never finished higher than
3rd or lower than 4th. Last
year's powerhouse took 4th so
Coach Millard feels a 4th this
year would be a good showing.

Women's
Basketball

The women Broncos open
their season Tuesday,
December 2 at home against
Cobleskill at 7:00 p.m. Led by

the outside shooting and quick
play of senior letter winners
Lynne Wiernicki and Dawn
Bush the team will be looking to
the freshmqn for depth and
balance. In a strong showing
during the Dutchess scrimmage
the Delhi women produced a
most encouraging display of
teamwork and smooth tran¬
sition. In contrast their rival
high school play the team will |
draw Oh the combined talents of
freshman Terri Sutton and Sue
Melin, both graduates of area
championship teams. The
remainder of the team consists
of freshman Colleen Donovan,
Becky Bower, Diane Gerstner,
Sharon Jordon, Jan Mac-
donald, Carolyn Safford and
seniors Kim Curtis and Pat
Klarl. Playing in good health
with no pre-season injuries the
Bronco team should provide
exciting women's basketball for
their fans. The schedule of
December home games is as
follows:
December 2-Cobleskill-7:00

p.m.
December 5-Sullivan-6:00

p.m.
December 9-Cayuga--6:00

p.m.
December ll~Ulster~7:00

p.m.

Basketball
The Bronco basketball squad,

having completed the final
scrimmage of the year last
Thursday night at Cornell, is
anxiously awaiting the start of
the 1980-81 season tonight at
Paul Smith's College. In what
first-year coach Gary Cole feels
was our finest defensive per¬
formance of the five preseason
scrimmages, Delhi stuck to
Cornell's JVs allowing only 44
points in three twenty-minute
halves.
Senior players Jeff Flannery,

Sam Sanders, Bernie Horton,
Jerry Jeltsch, and Larry
Burwell have provided a strong
nucleus in the pre-season, with
Freshmen Bill Humble, Ben
Gibson and Mike Christoff
contributing with some fine
performances.

m
AUM
finis
Dear Aunt Ferris:

I want to take out my
girlfriend but I don't have very
muchmoney. Is there any place
I can take her that doesn't
require much money?

Broke

Dear Broke:

Why don't you take your
girlfriend to the Friday Night
Movies on campus which is free
and usually quite enjoyable.
You can purchase a nice lunch
at the Courtyard Cafe down¬
town depending on what you
order you both can eat and the
bill won't be much over $5.00.
Also try the Cafe Royale in
McDonald Hall, also quite
cheap especially with a meal
card.

Dear Aunt Ferris :

I feel I have a valid complaint
against a teacher. To whom do I
voice my complaint and if I do
will there be anything done as a

With snow on the ground, it
may be premature to start
discussing this upcoming
graduation for the class of 1981.
However the graduation
committee working out the
details for the ceremonies are in
need of feedback from the
student body and in particular,
you seniors expecting to leave
Delhi this spring. There are
plans being made to make this a
more personalized ceremony.
Two proposals have been made.
First, a traditional ceremony

may be conducted where
students, faculty, family and
friends are gathered together at
one time in Farrell Hall
Gymnasium. Each of the
divisions would be given
recognition in turn. Because of
the large number of graduates,
possibly over 900, there would
be speakers and special
presentations but there would
not be time for individual
presentation of diplomas.
Ceremonies would be briefer as
the entire graduating class is
being addressed. Due to
numbers, only two invitations
would be given each graduating

fish.
Misty: We don'tmind P and D

but P and C are out! Paul and
Debbie
Candi: Kansas City and

George Brett are great. Right?
Leo: Take the heifers out to

pasture, don't take them home.
Tim Jim: I'm sorry, I'll buy

you a new garbage can! P.S. It
wasn't lunch, it was dinner.
Cal: Are you going to get

hammered this weekend???
Kenny: I couldn't get up, oh, I

remember that's not my
problem.
Kelly and C.C. I wonder who

did it????
V: Thanks for being a friend.

C.
C.C.: I know you lost your

clothes but is that all?? Love
me.

Dave: When are you going to
pay up? Cochese and Phiz
Theresa: What movie was it?

Quarters Queen for sure!
Cenzoid: How did that finger

feel?
Gina: Sorry.
I don't want to be. Stop down

103.

result or am I just wasting my
time?

Frustrated

Dear Frustrated:

No, it is not a waste of time if
you think your complaint is a
valid one. The first thing you
should do is speak to your
division dean. If there is nothing
done as a result, go and speak to
the Vice President of Student
Affairs or the Vice President of
Academic Affairs depending on
what the area of your complaint
is.

Dear Aunt Ferris:

I never seem to have any
money. I would like to know how
to get work in Delhi?

Pretty Desperate

Dear Pretty Desperate,

Go to the first floor in Bush
Hall and check into a work
study program for next
semester.

Graduation Options
senior.
The newer proposal is that

there be two ceremonies
scheduled for graduation day.
One would be in the morning
and one would be in the af¬
ternoon. Divisions would be
scheduled for one of these two
times, thus creating less
crowding in the gymnasium and
allowing more time for in¬
dividual recognition and a
personal presentation of
diplomas. With less number
graduating, seniors could be
given three invitations to attend
the ceremony.

Although students sit as part
of the graduation committee,
they cannot reflect the total
opinion of the graduating
seniors. So we are asking all
seniors that read this paper to
regard the choice and cast their
vote for their preference. Drop
off your opinion in the Student
Senate office in Farrell Hall or a
note expressing your opinion.
We need your views to help
decide which format could
bring about a successful and
memorable graduation.

Barry: I heard you rap with
Piggies. That isn't kosher!
Phil: Do you care? We do.
Jeff: Was seen hunting fox in

DuBois Hall. Ann
Ann: It's going to take a lot to

make me give you back that
picture. C.M.
Sean: "The amazing" in what

are you amazing, we're still
waiting!
Mac: You are a sex machine.
Cal: I thought you didn't read

the DTU! Oh well, you learn
something new everyday.
Kelly :~Do you like filling the

Hot Box with pink notes? I care
too, let's talk. 103 .. .

Mark: Are you as silly as I
am? Gail
Franny and Sof: You bur¬

nouts! At least you're
something.
Janet: I love you lots and will

miss you. Candi
What's your score Cleavage

Morrelli? C ? V.
Beth is going downhill with

the bowling.
How about some clevage

Debbie.
Kelly: You smell like dead

Appearing at
Little Theatre

Sponsored
by

College
Union


